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CALL FOR COPY
WE WANT YOUR STORIES! Our eoal is to brins
you news, information and anecdotes"on the topic oT
Staee combat. We can't do it without vour contributioils, so tell us what you want to know or what you
think'we should know. "Got some fighting words? Si:nd
them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.
Articles, interviews, features - 300-1000 words. Reviews

-

100-300 words.

Mail all submissions to MOULINET,

P.O. Box 392,

La Grange, Illinois 60525 or e-mail

to
fightingwords@hotmail.com (include ground-mail
address and/or telephone number)

in copies. All rights return to the authors.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS

Payment

31 January 2010

- $5 for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50
words. (Boxes, graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)
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Chicago's Windy City Times. She is a member of the American
Theatre Critics Association, Poets & Writers, Inc. and a Friend
in the Society Of American Fight Directors.
Greg Poljacik received his training at Newport University in
Newport News, Virginia and makes swords for Neil Massey's
Rogue Steel armory, in addition to serving as assistant coordinator for the SAFD's annual Winter Wonderland Workshop.
David Woolley is a Fight Master in the Society of American
Fight Directors and teaches at Chicago's Columbia College
when not on the road with Doug Mumaw as half of the seminal
comedy-fencing act, The Swordsmen.
Nick Sandys recently designed fights for Ernani at Chicago's
Lyric Opera, High Holidays at the Goodman andThe Castle of
Otranto at First Folio, in addition to teaching at DePaul's

Anne Sears is
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H. Gregory Mermel
William Fiedler

Copyright

Mary Shen Barnidge is a freelance writer and theatre critic for
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A Terrific Combat! ! ! , edited by Tony Wolf, with a forward by
William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural
fight consultant for the Lord of the Rlngs film trilogy. For
further information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees ActionTheater,DYD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunt-troupe
whose debut in 1977 became the prototype for American Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log onto
www. 3alarmcarnival.com

Sword Of Hearts, DVD starring Kathryn Ann Rosen, Amy E.
Harmon and Libby Beyreis of the Babes With Blades. "A rollicking comic adventure in the style of The Princess Bide and The
Three M us kete ers ". Order from www.customflix.com/206814

San Valentino And The Melancholy Kid, DYD of the smash hit
action-musical by House Productions. "There's more passion,
exuberance, wit, imagination and sheer spirit in the first twenty
minutes than most theatres serve up in an entire season" declared
Chris Jones, reviewing for the Chicago Tribune. Order from
www.thehousetheatre.com
Curse Of The Crying Heart, DYD of part two in Nathan Allen's
action-packed trilogy for House Productions, featuring aerial fights
d. la Crouching Tige4 Hidden Dragon, choreographed by Matthew Hawkins. Order from www.the housetheatre.com
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in 1Oth-century Italyasit really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean@ gmail.com.

THE GALLERY BOOKSTORE

at 923 West BelmontAve. has
back issues of Moulinet: AnAction Quarterly. They are now also

available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William

Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore ('173) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst

@

voyager.net

A FIGHT ROOM OF ONE'S OWN
QUESTION: Why is stage combat like ballroom dancing?
ANSWER: Because you can't do it without
a partner.

Shadow-boxing and skeet-shooting have their
uses, but theatrical fighting-whether learning,
practicing or designing-requires, a) two or more
people in addition to the instructor/choreographer,
b) weapons appropriate to the style of combat under
scrutiny, and c) lots of space, both around and above.
Once upon a time, these could be found at the
neighborhood gym, but nowadays, such facilities
are usually operated on crowded schedules and their
supervisors more likely to look askance upon activities involving potentially-dangerous equipment.
Studio classrooms are often restricted to those
enrolled in affiliated organizations, as with the
seasonal workshops conducted under the auspices
of the Society of American Fight Directors.
This leaves private ventures, such as the Actors'
Gymnasium in Evanston's Noyes Cultural Center,
and whatever arrangements can be negotiated by
would-be participants. Past efforts at establishing a
multiple-purpose fight ers' s alle des arme s hav e
included the Rough House (founded by Carl
Campagna, Corrina Bryan and a then barely postgraduate Geoff Coates), the Fight Shop (supervised
by Richard Gilbert and David Gregory, aka R & D
Violence Designers), The Chicago Stage Combat
Academy (helmed by Brian LeTraunik), and the
periodic day-workshops at park district fieldhouses
sponsored by the Babes With Blades.
The latest attempt at forging a home for itinerant
combatants is the invention of a group calling itself
"The Scrappers", comprised of Greg Poljacik,
Dwight Sora, Judy McCloskey and Adam MillerBateau. For nearly six months, their "Fight Jams"
have convened in a rented warehouse studio on one
evening of each month, with typically two 45-minute
"sessions" fitted into a two-hour time period. The
Jams differ from ordinary workshops in that students
at all levels ofproficiency, fiom experienced actorcombatants to fantasy-seeking beginners, are
welcome. And in place of the basic skills-sword,
quarterstaff and unarmed combat-their past curiculum has encompassed Apache Dancing (yes, that's
combat, too), Aikido wrestling, and Shotokan karate,
all as they apply to theatrical craft. Oh, and did I
mention that the Jams arefree?

MARY SIIEN BARNIDGE: Previous workshops/
schools/studios have come and gone. What first led
you to inaugurating the Fight Jams?
GREG POLJACIK: Lately, there have been
rumbles in the fight community from people wanting
informal pick-up workshops like those I'd heard
about in Chicago years ago. So I asked around about
the earlier workshops before proceeding, in order to
learn what worked and what didn't.
BARNIDGE: What need do you think the Fight
Jams serve?

POLJACIK: Their main purpose is to introduce
people to the world of stage combat in a safe, interesting,low-cost way. This, in turn, will help shine a
broader light on the role of stage combat in theatreBARNIDGE: which is why you offer classes in
skills not usually associated with stage combat, like
Apache dancingPOLJACIK: Right! We hope to show actors and
directors the range of fight choreography, so that no
matter where, or how, or what kind of violence
occurs onstage, they will demand professional-grade
safety and proficiency.
BARNIDGE: I quote from Fight Jam's latest press
release: "Ifyou're choreographing ashow and have
some id.eas you want to try out, this Jam is for you.
If you just finished a show and some choreography
you liked didn't work out as you hoped, this Jam is
for you. If you were watching a play/movie/
ballgame/martial arts class and had some uazy idea
for choreography, but don't know how to pull it off,
this Jam is for you. And if you've never choreographed anything in your entire life, but think you '
might want to, this Jam is for you."
POLJACIK: Don't forget the people who have no
interest in ever choreographing a fight, but are willing
to volunteer as fight partners. Since we meet only two
hours a month, there's almost always a mix of experience levels. But we switch partners frequently so that
everyone has the opportunity to work with someone
at a different stage of training. The goal is to tailor
the Jams so that anybody who shows up will have a
good time, and be challenged as well.
BARNIDGE: The Fight Jams charge no fee to
participate, but subsist on pass-the-hat donations.
What's behind that idea?
POLJACIK: I'm an actor in Chicago, myself. And
I'm aware that money is often the biggest obstacle
to doing anything new-whether it's seeing a show
or taking a class. Making the Jams free allows

people to explore that session's skill-or stage
combat as a whole-without worrying about paying
the bills afterward.
BARNIDGE: Where do you find your instructors?
POLJACIK: At first, they were just people I knew,
but now we also accept recommendations. Since
we're a small group, we can attract instructors with
backgrounds outside the SAFD roster. As compensation for volunteering their services, we offer them as
much advertisement as we can fit onto our website.
BARNIDGE: Where would you and The Scrappers
like the Jams to go in the future?
POLJACIK: We're looking for a larger space. I'd
also love to have a stock of weapons, so that we can
offer a greater variety of disciplines-right now, all
we have to play with are some daggers and rapiers,
with no broadswords or quarterstaffs unless you
bring your own. Our main goal for the future, however, is to branch out into longer, more narrowly
focused, workshops done more often.
8**

In a city with as many actor-combatants as
Chicago has, not to mention theatres employing
them, the Fight Jam might well be a solution to the
shortage of'practice space, along'with the limited
opportunities to learn stage combat without entailing
a big financial commitment. For more information,
log onto www.fighdamchicago.com or e-mail
fightj amchicago @ gmail. com.

THE ELABORATE ENTRANCE OF
CHAD DEITY
fight choreography by David Woolley
The aim of KristofferDiaz'play is to expose
the adagio-dance behind the gladiatorial spectacle
that is televised pro-wrestling. To this end, Victory
Gardens' production transforms the entire auditorium into a sports arena, with fighters charging
through the lobby doors and rampaging around the
room, roaring like bears, waving flags, throwing
money and/or kisses to the patrons-whatever will
rouse the crowds to the appropriate emotional pitch.
But having clued the audience in on the secreteven to having utility-man Macedonio, whose job is
to ensure the star's victory, stop in mid-throw to
acquaint us with the mechanics of the illusion-how
does David Woolley then propose to distinguish

between thefake fake fighting (which includes the
obligatory jump{he-ropes-and-take-it-into-thebleachers scenario) and the real fake fights when
the characters attack out of genuine anger? Especially when much of the latter occurs, literally, right.,
at the feet of spectators by now privy to the craft of
bash-and-smash?
The answer lies partly in showing us two disparate combat styles, but also in the empirical
observation that people who fight for a living rarely
engage in off-duty rough-housing. (If a file clerk
hurts himself playing weekend touch football, he can
brag by the water cooler on Monday, but if a professional stunt-man sustains an injury, he's out of
work.) Thus, when star-player Chad Deity and his
opponents growl and grapple, lock and lift, or tie
themselves into pilobolus knots, we know that this is
mere show business, and that the sworn enemies in
the ring are conspirators in a deception as artificial
as that perpetrated by-well, actors. This insider point
of view is facilitated by the script-when Deity swats
a fellow wrestler with a folding metal chair, he
afterward assures us that his bludgeon is noisy, but
low-impact, and therefore not overly dangerous.
But when our protagonist's frustration with his
chosen career spurs him to imagine striking out at
his co-workers, he doesn't grab, but instead,
punches. Replacing the flow of body-on-body are
the staccato rhythms of darting fists and splenetic
invective, a kinetic shift so sudden that playgoers
lulled by the ritualistic conflict are shocked back into
suspension of disbelief by its sheer spontaneity.
The dividing line between these spheres of
consciousness is the eerily innovative line of attack
brought to the fight vocabulary by a contender-the
disquietingly efficient "sleeper cell" kick, delivered
with lightning speed after its perpetrator's zen-like
passivity has rendered his opponent unprepared.
What sets the kick apart from both the sweaty chestbeating and the impassioned outbursts we have seen
previously is its cold efficiency, disturbingly similar
to that of a real-world assassin. There's no room in
the comic-book realm of pro wrestling for a realworld anything.
In most plays, physical combat is merely
decorative-occasionally furthering the plot, but
easily minimized or eliminated if necessary.
The violence in Chad Deity, however, is an integral
component of the very language used by the author
to delineate his theses. The importance of this
discipline and its omnipresent role in the presentation of the story itself may herald a Joseph
Jefferson award for Woolley in 2010.

THE HOUSE OF BERNARDAALBA
fight choreography by Anne Sears
When you have a handsome suitor sparking
jealous rivalries in a household of oppressed
women, something's gotta give, sooner or later.
In most productions of Federico Garcfa Lorca's
tragedy, it's later-an offstage shooting, followed by
a likewise unseen stabbing-but when your director
is Maggie Speer, legendary for her stage adaptations
of Pulp Fiction and Dog Day Afternoon,the rough
stuff commences far sooner. The clan matriarch's
walking-cane is not only a symbol of her power, but
a tool for punishment. Early in the play, we witness
the sefiora whipping the servants with it or delivering
her meek offspring a stinging blow at the slightest
hint of rebellion.
The first extended fight, however, begins with
crippled daughter Martirio defying her mother, who
abruptly swings her cane up to strike her child in the
jaw, drawing blood. Martirio crumples to the floor,
crawling to the center of the room, but her mother
pursues her, kicking her as she writhes on the ground,
then bludgeoning her misshapen back. Martirio
struggles to her feet, however, and again defies her
tormentor, whereupon Bernarda deals her a resounding upstage-downstage slap that sends the
young woman staggering into the upstage corner.
One of the sisters attempts to intervene and is
swatted aside like a fly. Finally Martirio surrenders,
but as she makes her sullen way to her room, she
flings a last warning at her parent, and is slashed
across the back of the knees for her insolence.
The second fight is more challenging, setting up
both the play's climax and crisis, as well as being
conducted mostly downstage where the illusion is
difficult to conceal from spectators not sufficently
benumbed by empathy: an exchange of shoves
between Martirio and youngest daughter Adela lead
them to close in a grapple-hug, which Adela shakes
off and then runs to the door in the downstage corner.
Martirio follows, dragging her backwards by the
waist, pulling at her hair, whereupon Adela reaches
behind and claws at Martirio's face, breaking the
hold. When Bernarda arrives, her attempt to restore
order by threatening the women with her cane is
defeated by the distraught Adela wresting it from her
and triumphantly snapping it in two.
It's not finished, however. Bernarda then secures
a firearm from the cupboard and storms outside to

kill the errant bachelor

at the source of the upheaval. Hearing the gunshot, Adela breaks free of
her sisters' restraint, fleeing upstage to the kitchen,
where we see her brandish a carving knife before
disappearing into the scullery. After much pleading,
a servant gains entry and recoils in horror as Adela
emerges, virginal nightgown covered with gore from
her self-inflicted wound.
Fight choreographer Anne Sears wisely builds the
action on the traditional cat-spat vocabulary-the
accomplishments of aristocratic Spanish ladies are
unlikely to include warriorly skills-but the similarly
un-combat trained student actresses accompany these
rarely-shown-onstage sequences with copious vocal
affirmations, not to mention knaps as sharp as the
crack of rifle-fire. The resulting emotive intensity
permeates the atmosphere of the entire production,
invoking a palpable tension that suspended all textmessaging among the opening-night playgoers sitting
rapt and silent at the spectacle occurring-can you
imagine?-right there in the room with them!!!

THE WILD PARTY
fight choreography by David Yondorf
Joseph Moncure March's ballad-length poem

detailing the progress of a roaring-twenties revel in
the bohemian quarter would present problems enough
as a dramatic text, but in Silent Theatre's production,
the verse is recited by a single voice to piano.accompaniment, these two instruments providing the aural
sound-track to action mimed in its entirety.
The scenario encompasses a boxing match seen
in flashback, then later initiates a multiple-character
mel6e involving a playboy menacing a shy nymphet
and being pummeled mercilessly by her protective
brother until the assailant is clocked with a bottle.
After that, we get a final showdown in which the
party's host abuses his girl friend, drawing the ire
of a gallant swain who kills him with a bear-hug
gunshot to the heart.
"I was called in fairly late in the process," admits
David Yondorf, "The actors and narrator had already
spent a considerable amount of time linking together
the sequences dictated by the original text-which
described the altercations in great detail. So my job
consisted more of cleaning up the fight choreographyfixing a few things to bridge the gap between what
was occurring onstage and what the audience was
supposed to see."

Breaking a bottle against an actor's head always
calls for special care, however. "The sugar-glass
bottles were created by company member Nick
DuFloth, who had tested several at home before
bringing them in. Our technique was to angle the
striking arc in a way that would produce a glancing
blow and direct the shatter upstage, away from the
actor's face and the onstage bystanders. After the
break, everyone onstage was constantly on the
lookout for broken shards and opportunities for
surreptitiously removing them or sweeping them
underneath furniture out of the way."

MOONSHINER
fight choreography by Ryan Bourque
The southern-gothic play is narrated in the style
of an early Eugene O'Neill one-act, the plot mandating a few punches exchanged in the course of the
dramatic action. And there's a scene where a blind
artist swats a thug with a stretched canvas, knocking
him cold (suspend your disbelief, willya?) But then

you've got that bane of all safety-conscious fight
choreographers-a suicide with the perpetrator l
holding the gun right up against his own head.
All right, you can incorporate flashy impacteffects to compensate for gunfire initiated at a
distance, as Nick Sandys did in the Northlight production of The Lieutenant of Inishmore. Or you can
place the shooter far upstage in shadow and foley in
the noise of the shot, as Rick Sordelet did for King
Lear at the Goodman. But the EP theatre space is
barely bigger than a dentist's waiting-room and this
is neo-American Realism, permitting no sudden
shifts into slo-mo or other quasi-kabuki stylizations
without the tempo being irrevocably disrupted.
Ryan Bourque takes every available precaution

in staging this undeniably hazardous stage business:
using a side-venting firearm, outfitting the shooter
with earplugs, testing for powder-spray presenting
a potential source of burns on the shooter's hand
and bystanders' faces-and let's not forget good oldfashioned luck. A better solution, however, would be
to firmly oppose the uneducated expectations of
cinema-raised playwrights and directors and to offer
them alternative means of accomplishing their goals
without endangering the personnel involved.

MY EAIR LADY
fight choreography by Nick Sandys
It's a musical, for chrissakes ! Furthermore, the
stage directions in George Bernard Shaw's play,
upon which it's based, indicate that a furious Eliza is
supposed to go for Professor Higgins' eyes with her
nails, whereupon he catches her wrists and pushes
her onto the parlor settee. But when your production
has Nick Sandys in the role of Higgins, such clich6s
simply will not do.
"Eliza says she wants to smash his face, and
since she's been raised in the slums, she probably
knows how to throw a proper punch." insists the
man receiving the attack. And so the sequence starts
with the young lady taking a swing at her tormentor,
who dodges the blow, taking advantage of her
momentum (and her hobble-skirted gown) to spin
her around and pin her round the waist, after which
he lifts her bodily in a bar-bouncer's carry and
deposits her, firmly but gently, on the aforementioned furniture.

A CONGRESS OF COMBATANTS
..THEATER IS DANGEROUS. BRING A
WEAPON" reads the publicity for the event we've
been awaiting ever since Chicago's Night At The
Fights show premiered in 1990.
New York City's Brick Theatre, last May,
issued a call to playwrights and fight choreographers to collaborate on new scripts for what
was then simply the "Fight Play Festival", but
enthusiastic response soon led to be proclaimed
the First Annual Fight Fest, running in repertory
from December l-20 (with extensions through
January 10 already in the works) at The Brick, 575
Metropolitan Avenue in Brooklyn.
The roster of eight mainstage and three cabaret
shows include such titles as Cat Fight Productions'
Power Burn 3,The Brick's Ninja Cherry Orchard
and Depth Charge's Butterfly, Butterfly, K|II KiII
KiII !, featurin g theatrical combat ranging from
chainsaws'trc trashcans by Qui Nguyen (from the
Vampire Cowboys Theatre Company), Carrie
Brewer (a founding member of the Lady Cavaliers
fight troupe), Adam Swiderski, Rod Kinter,

Stephanie Cox-Williams, John Gardner, Jacob
Grigolia-Rosenbaum, Patrick Harrison, Adam
Mazer,Ian Picco and David Dean Hastings.

For further information and to purchase tickets,
phone TheaterMania at 212-352-3101 (toll-free
212 -868 - 4444) or lo g onto www.brickthe ater. com.

DECK THE HALLS WITH
BROKEN BOTTLES
The fisticuffs between a pair of drunken
rowdies in Silent Theatre's adaptation of Joseph
Moncure March's The Wild Party drew less
attention from fight insiders for its intricate
choreography than for the bottle shattering so
dramatically over one of the fighters' heads.
This glassware wasn't an expensive Hollywood
import, you see, but a product manufactured
with grocery-store supplies in the kitchen of
company member Nick DeFloth.
"I had some help tiom a friend who makes
breakaways for television. It's basically candy,
made in a clay mold lined with aluminum foil.
The first try was a failure, but after I poured the
mix into cookie pans to make sheet glass and we
dropped a few of those off the Prop Thtr roof as
a test, it got easier; You need two bottles, one
smaller than the other, to make the moldI recommend Corona and Coronita beer. And
remember, when you make your mold, that your
bottles don't need tops or bottoms-those will
help reinforce the structure, but getting hit will
hurt more."
As with any candy, DuFloth warns, the
material tends to be brittle when cool, and sticky
when warm. "You've got be careful peeling the
foil away after it comes out of the mold, and
really careful snipping off the jagged edges
caused by overflow of the candy mixture. And
when it's onstage, make sure someone can sweep
the shards out of the way-they can be as sharp as
broken glass and you don't want people walking
in it and spreading it over the whole theatre."
Those interested in obtaining further information regarding purchase or instruction may e-mail
Nick DuFloth at silenttheatrenick@aol.com.

THE AGONY OF DEFEAT
To the list of factors increasing the likelihood of
a fight taking home a Jeff-big fight, lots of fights,
solitary fight, preferably with swords-can now be
added, "don't open it in late summer".

John Kolvenbach's On An Average Day was a
script with virtually nothing to recornrrend it except
the opportunity it presented for two actors to engage
in the kind of messy, trash-the-room battle that makes
action fans salivate. The successful Los Angeles
production collaboratively mounted by the Route 66
and VS. Theatre companies led to its transfer eastwards. But when the intimate space they had been
promised proved to be unforthcoming, the expatriate
play instead opened in the arenalike room on the
second floor of the Greenhouse in August of 2008.
Note that date: August I is the cut-off for equity
plays to be considered by the Joseph Jefferson
awards committee for nominations in that same year,
meaning that the Route 66 Average Day would have
to wait over a year for any accolades. But the acting
by Stef Tovar and Johnny Clark drew mitical praiseand even reviewers who had never before mentioned
fights were impressed by the fury of Ned Mochel's
teeth-rattling smash-and-crash violence in Danny
Cistone's breakaway kitchen. The production made
the "recommended" list easily and soon accumulated
enough points from committee members to warrant
a nomination.
But in June of 2009, the non-equity BackStage
Theatre Company also produced an On An Averige
Day, this time in the cramped quarters of the Chemically Imbalanced (fka Artistic Home) Theatre on
SouthportAvenue, employing a creative team obviously heeding the lessons of its predecessor. beoff
Coates' fight design introduced the threat of violence
early in the play's progress, took the action to all
parts of the set (even the hall leading to the alley) and
featured heavy-weapon scuffles with period chromeand-forrnica furniture. Coupled with the proximity of
audience to actors, this made for a visceral in-yourface-smell-the-sweat experience undiluted by the
buffer zones of the Greenhouse space.
So even though the equity Route 66 Average
Day and the non-equity BackStage Average Day
were contending in different divisions altogether, the
fight uppermost in the minds of those deciding the
final vote in September 2009 was the one they
remembered from three months back, with the other,
lost to memory over too long a wait, emerging as the
paler sister. Thus did the winning streak enjoyed by
stage combat in recent years suffer a setback in
2009, through no fault but an unlucky confluence of
dates all too common in a city with as many producing companies as Chicago.

ttYou can't kick a guy's ass
without the co-operation of the
guy whose ASS youn:re kicking."
jj:yrp
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-Kristoffer Entranc, of Chad Deity
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